Date – Time - Information

September 4th, 2020
4:30 PM: Meet at Outdoor Rec
5:00 PM: Depart from OR
5:30 PM: Start on Signal Trail Loop
8:00PM Return to OR

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
• Group Camping Gear (tents, fuel, etc.)
• Trip Specific Gear – (Cooking, Backpacks, Climbing, etc.)
• Trained Field Staff
• Ground Transportation
• Food/Snacks

WHAT GEAR DO I NEED?
€ Insulating Layers – Middle Layers
€ Moisture Management – Base Layer
€ Nalgene style water bottle
€ Hiking clothes
€ Footwear
€ Socks
€ Rain Jacket – Outer Layer
€ Wool/synthetic beanie
€ Pair of light gloves
€ Baseball cap
€ Polarized sunglasses
€ Bandana(s)
€ Camera

BOLD = Mandatory
REGULAR = Optional

THE TRIP FACTOR
While UA Outdoor Rec endeavors to follow our itineraries as written, odds are that the itinerary will change during this trip. The outdoor factors at play quite often compel our guides to deviate from the written itinerary. Guide considerations will include weather conditions, individual ability, safety considerations, or unforeseeable circumstances. We strongly suggest that you approach any adventure in the outdoors with an open mind.